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The Teaching of the Heart, an award-winning book series, presents the living ethics of love to

empower you to transform your life and the world through the supreme energy -- the Power of Love.

Its books will take you on a fascinating spiritual journey with the Lord of Love and Compassion,

whose inspirational words of wisdom will warm, uplift, and heal your soul. The Teaching of the Heart

will:awaken your heart as the energies of the thought-forms contained in the text facilitate the

natural awakening of this highest center of your consciousnessheal your soul and the surrounding

world as your heart receives spiritual nutrition straight from the Lord, enabling you to undertake the

invisible work necessary to transform the world around you, saturating it with beneficial

radiationstransfigure your body on the cellular level, facilitating your assimilation of the new fiery

energies coming from the Cosmos and helping all those around you to transform tooprepare you for

the Coming of the Messiah, who will descend from Heaven in the Glorious Body and be seen only

by those who are pure in heartguide you through life with wise and uplifting advice, providing you

strength to continue your path and supporting the fire of love within your soulAward-winning author

Zinovia Dushkova, Ph.D., wrote The Teaching of the Heart in the Ray of Love-Wisdom through a

unique creative process called the fiery experience (which is neither channeling nor mediumship).

To lead humanity from intellectual knowledge to the divine wisdom of the heart, she continues the

150-year spiritual tradition of teachings from Shambhala started in the 19th century by Helena

Blavatsky and carried on by Helena Roerich in the 20th century."The love and light that seem to

magically pour from the pages of prose are both beautiful and healing, and speak a message of

hope."-- Alyssa Elmore, Readers&apos; Favorite"Reading the book&apos;s sublime lines led my

heart to tremble with joy. This book really has an amazing energy that affects the heart in a

mysterious way."-- Michael Wilkin, Midwest Book Review"It is fresh and alive and as inspirational as

any good spiritual work should be."-- Peter Morris, Spirituality TodayStart reading this 2016 Nautilus

Book Award Winner today to enable your heart to experience miraculous and divine love!
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"The love and light that seem to magically pour from the pages of prose are both beautiful and

healing, and speak a message of hope. I would suggest [this book] to the Lightworker and the

Starchild alike."-- Alyssa Elmore, Readers&apos; Favorite"The effect that the text produced on my

inner essence was striking. Reading the book&apos;s sublime lines led my heart to tremble with joy.

This book really has an amazing energy that affects the heart in a mysterious way, something that is

beyond the understanding of an average person."-- Michael Wilkin, Midwest Book Review"Very few

modern books on spirituality carry with them such a deep sense of history. [This book] is a call to

arms and a battle plan for those who are working hard to solidify more of the energy of light and love

into this planet. It is fresh and alive and as inspirational as any good spiritual work should be."--

Peter Morris, Spirituality Today"The material is written in the format of the teacher speaking with the

student and offers simple and wise advice that can be applied to today&apos;s world."-- Krysta

Gibson, New Spirit Journal"Interesting content and beautifully written. Inspirational."-- 2017

Benjamin Franklin Awards Judge"[The Teaching of the Heart] devises new worldviews of the social

and cosmic evolution of humanity in the transitional period. The teaching is distinguished by its

ethical and humanistic orientation, an unusual way of thinking, and a vivid form of exposition."--

Tatiana Simanzhenkova, Ph.D., Siberian State Technological University (Russia)"All of Zinovia

Dushkova&apos;s books are addressed to those who ponder the spiritual destiny of human beings

and question their place in the evolutionary process. These are book reflections with no recipes, but

they offer motivation for further meditation and self-knowledge, serving as a support along the path

towards cognition of eternal values."-- Tatiana Artemenko, Publisher of Zadruga (Ukraine)"Right

now, in this difficult but crucial time, the literary works of Zinovia Dushkova are extraordinarily

important, carrying the light of great humanistic truths and of love, heartiness, and great tolerance

with regard to each other -- the light that helps a human being to become a true human being."--

S.E. Novosad, Psychologist, Member of the All-Russian Professional Psychotherapeutic League,



Director of Psychological Center "Claritas" (Russia)"I use the material from Dr. Dushkova&apos;s

books to resolve almost all conflict situations. Surprisingly, it is usually possible to find answers to all

of my questions. . . . With full responsibility, I applaud them as the methodical literature for use in

educational institutions."-- G.G. Ustyuzhanina, Deputy Dean of the Kemerovo Vocational-Technical

College (Russia)

Zinovia Dushkova, Ph.D., is an award-winning Russian author and researcher of ancient mysteries.

Her spiritual quest has taken her to remote Buddhist monasteries and sacred Abodes hidden within

mountains and deserts in Tibet, Nepal, Mongolia, and India, where she has studied ancient

manuscripts inaccessible to Western researchers, such as the secret Book of Dzyan. For more

information, please visit her website at: dushkova.com/en.

great spiritual read

Amazing book.

good

BEAUTIFUL!

I haven't read the whole book but so far it appears to be very similar to the Agni Yoga books, that

are more inspirational than instructional.In spiritual books I look for practical secrets and this book

falls short in that arena. It may be a great book for people starting out on their spiritual quest but not

for advanced students.To give you an idea, here's four excerpts I liked:"If you want to obtain a

desired chemical reaction, you will not add something that is not included in the formula. In the

same way, if you desire to find mutual love, you need to eliminate thoughts of hatred and put

together only those summands that bear the Light of Love within themselves...""Believe in yourself,

and you will win in any situation.""Imperishable treasures must be accumulated in the spirit. Work

brightly for their multiplication, and everything else will follow, even the material.""Each new day is a

rung that allows you to rise higher."This book also mentions that Edgar Cayce predicted the

Messiah would enter our world in 1998, which is when Belsebuub started teaching astral projection

and the spiritual life in Australia.This book does not prove to be more powerful or practical than the

true teachers of recent years. Here's a list in case you are still searching:- Beinsa Douno (Bulgaria)-



Belsebuub (Wales)- Eliphas Levi (France)- Esko Jalkanen (Finland)- Gurdjieff (Armenia)- Samael

Aun Weor (Colombia)- The Dayspring of Youth & sequel by M. (USA)- The Flight of the Feathered

Serpent by Armando Cosani (Paraguay)- Yogananda (India)I am interested in Dushkova's future

projects and I hope that she can bring us some game-changing wisdom like the aforementioned

nine teachers did. Anyhow, eloquent prose does not hide the fact that the true esoteric secrets are

not to be found in this book.

This is a consciousness raising book.Most of us have heard of the change in the prevailing scheme

of energies that run the planet and that they were ushered in on/after Dec. 21 2012. A cataclysm of

sorts was predicted and sceptics had a field day when nothing of the sort occurred. Yet many of us

would testify that many of the old ways of survival and promoting oneself are getting obsolete. New

stratagems based on the principles of equality, liberty and fraternity (in that order) are being

favoured. Interest in the esoteric is at an all time high as evidenced from the kind of books that are

flooding the market, as an unprecedentedly large number of people write their hearts out in blogs,

tweets and on other social media.The prevailing change of paradigm has brought in itsÃ¢Â€Â™

wake, an uncertainty of a totally different kind. The predominant cliche of the times is Ã¢Â€Âœfollow

your heartÃ¢Â€Â•. The problem with the above logic is that most of us have forgotten how to feel, let

alone hearing what our hearts say to us. This has happened because of centuries of prolonged

disuse. And that is where the relevance of this book comes in.It is clear to all today, especially with

the widespread use of the Internet that the norms of social interaction are changing drastically. As

fewer and fewer major nations go to war against each other, countries ruled by patriarchal principles

are undergoing, sometimes prolonged civil unrest. Instead of full fledged armed conflict, terror

attacks are getting increasingly commonplace. The common citizen, plagued by a faceless enemy,

needs to summon forth all his/her energies together to accept the criminal while condemning the

crime. Many writers, e.g. David Wilcock, who has written the recent bestseller Ã¢Â€ÂœThe

Ascension MysteriesÃ¢Â€Â• , has pointed out, what many of us intuit already, that we are on the

cusp of a new evolutionary cycle in which newer ways of being, based on heart based

consciousness would be the preferred mode of ascending the evolutionary ladder. This particular

book discusses in detail how heart based consciousness manifests itself on Earth. It does so in the

voice of Maitreya, another name for the Christ in us.The main text of the book is geared to show

human beings how to live as ascended entities, anchored in the spirit of Christ Consciousness on

this Earth. A term that is used to describe the discipline that paves the way to heart based living is

called Ã¢Â€ÂœAgni YogaÃ¢Â€Â• (the yoga of fire).In this kind of yoga, all the dross of conflicting



earthly desires in the heart is consumed in a baptism of fire. The purification of the expression of

love provided by the baptism of fire sets the stage for the second coming of Christ in the heart

chakra. Those who use their time on Earth to receive It (as opposed to Him/Her) will be reborn in

ItsÃ¢Â€Â™ likeness. Reading the text, I was reminded of the corresponding verses in the New

Testament of the Bible dealing with the second coming of Christ, though of course, the text is

adapted to the needs of the present time.No less important to the message of this book is the

masterly introduction by Alexander Gerasimchuk. In this introduction, he spells out the reason

behind the writing of this book, emphasizing that it contained a message for humanity to be

delivered at the present time. He also shows that the authorÃ¢Â€Â™s work is a continuation of the

work of Helena Blavatsky and Helena Roerich, both of whom underwent severe physical disruption

in order to ground the subtle energies associated with the practice of Agni Yoga on Earth. One

becomes privy to a lot of activity behind the scenes, viz., the existence and functioning of

Shambhala, the Seven Rays (mentioned by Alice Bailey in her books) which are the expression of

the Seven Sons of Light, the Ã¢Â€ÂœThe continents of the planet were divided into seven

spheres,Ã¢Â€Â¦. each of them represents one of the Seven Rays bearing certain energies in which

the humanity of the entrusted territories develops.Ã¢Â€Â•, the activity of the White Brotherhood

towards bringing Heaven down on Earth and especially, an account of the training underwent by

Blavatsky, Roerich and Dushkova in order to accomplish their missions.It is not possible to recount

all the subtleties in this book in this already lengthy review. Suffice it to say that reading it gave me a

sense of deja vu, not unlike the emotions I encountered on reading the New Testament about the

second coming of Jesus. I sensed the music behind the words, it was as if I knew what was coming

and felt my senses responding to the call. This book could be a harbinger of some great event that

we, as a collective, have not conceived of yet and it behooves us to be attentive to its

message.Strongly recommended to one and all.

It may be spiritual but it sure isn't biblically based. If you are awaiting the One True Messiah, steer

clear of this book.

The chapters at the heart of this book are an English translation. The translation is recent. The

original, in Russian, was written down and published decades ago.For her reading public in Russia,

including what she has published in minority languages in countries or republics that were formerly

Soviet, the author is a known quantity; born in southern Moldova, she has been publishing books for

years in this region.Dushkova is less well-known in English, as fewer of her books have been



published in English. That said, it is not difficult to locate, online on the world wide web, promotional

articles which claim of sales records being broken at  dot com by her titles.But in all honesty, this

reader/reviewer has to tell you that Dushkova was introduced to me by word-of-mouth, through a

conversation with an acquaintance better-versed than I in literature relating to Agni Yoga or

Theosophy or Madame Blavatsky's Secret doctrine. Dushkova was recommended to me for

quality's sake, not for the sake of breaking sales records. This latter troubles me, as this kind of

promotion raises more questions than it answers.I like the material well enough, reminiscent as it is

of Yelena Ivanovna "Helena" Roerich's Teaching of Living Ethics also known as Agni Yoga. What I

worry about, is whether Dushkova will end up being Alice Bailey to Madame Roerich's Blavatsky.
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